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rooftop patios.  simply done.
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Cori Eagan

SkyWalk  Light and Medium Gray
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fast. simple. economical.

skyjack pedestals

skyjack pedestal sizes

skyjack pedestal accessories

SD-00 .25" 
Stackable 
Pedestal

SD-0.5 
.6"-1.25" 

Adjustable 
Pedestal

SD-01 
1.25"-1.75" 
Adjustable 
Pedestal

SD-XL 
5.9"-13.75" 
Adjustable 
Pedestal

8" Extender to add height to SD-XL pedestal.  Stack 
up to 3 extenders for pedestal heights up to 38"

1/16" Rubber Shims ensure tiles are flush at each 
corner of the pedestal

Self-Leveling Heads accommodate slopes up to 7% and 
simply snap on top of any pedestal SD-01 through SD-04

Joist Adapters allow a deck joist to be screwed onto the 
pedestal for building elevated wood or composite decks

*Click here to view our
pedestal intro video

SD-XL + SD-XL-EXT 
13.75" - 21.75" 

Adjustable 
Pedestal

SD-L
2.95" - 6"

Adjustable
Pedestal

SD-M
1.75" - 2.95"
Adjustable
Pedestal

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=on1bm7YCA70&t=1s


 base plate diameter 
8.25"
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wide, stable base

screw ring for height adjustment

head with screw

removable spacer tabs

pedestal head 
5-11/16" 

**SKYJACK pedestals can be used with any size or shaped materials including decking and concrete 
pavers.  Simply remove spacer tabs and re-position in the holes that provide appropriate spacing

Intended Uses:

SKYJACK adjustable pedestals are used to support 
raised rooftop terraces to create level patios on top of 
roofs that slope up to 7% taking once wasted rooftop 
space and making it a showcase space for any building. 
SKYJACK adjustable pedestals can also help eliminate 
more expensive patio supports like steel or wood 
frames with a weight bearing capacity of up to 2,150 
lbs. per pedestal. 

Application:

SKYJACK pedestals are uniquely designed to 
achieve perfectly level patios with the easy twist of 
our screw ring.  Set up your laser level, place pavers 
or decking on top of the pedestals and twist until level.  
Simple, easy and perfect results every time.

Calculating # of Pedestals (click here for an automatic 
product calculator)

1. Calculate the total # of pavers (ie - 46 pavers)
2. Calculate the total # of pavers needed around the

perimeter and divide by the width of the paver
(typically 2') (ie - 26 - 2'x2' pavers, so 26/2 = 13)

3. Add the totals together (46 +13 = 59)
4. Add 5% for waste (59 * .05 = 2.95)
5. 59 +3 = 62 pedestals needed

Material:  Fully Recyclable  High Density
  Copolymer Poly Propylene (HDCPP)

Temp. Range:
-20 to 200 degrees farenheit

Weight Capacity:
  2,150 lbs per pedestal

Atmospheric Conditions:
Resistant to UV Radiance, Aging and Decay
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SKYJACK PEDESTAL TECHNICAL DATA

SKYJACK adjustable pedestal system
by skydeck usa

info@skydeckusa.com 
www.skydeckusa.com

SD-00 - 1/4" SD-0.5 - 5/8" - 1.25" SD-01 - 1.25"-1.75" SD-M - 1.75" - 2.95" SD-L - 2.95" - 6" SD-XL - 6" - 13.75" SD-XL-EXT - 8" Extender

https://skydeckusa.com/paver-pedestal-product-calculator/
https://skydeckusa.com/paver-pedestal-product-calculator/
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SKYJACK ADJUSTABLE HEIGHT 
PEDESTALS

skywalk paver installation on pedestals

SKYWALK CONCRETE PAVERS

START PAVER AND PEDESTAL INSTALLATION
FROM HIGH POINT OR AT ENTRY THRESHOLD
BEGINNING WITH WHOLE PAVER

INSTALL FIRST LINE FROM STARTING POINT
AND THEN LAY SECOND LINE FORMING
PERPENDICULAR "T" SHAPED PATTERN

REMOVE UNNECESSARY SPACER TABS FROM
PERIMETER SKYJACK PEDESTALS

16
3 " GAP AT PERIMETER TO MATCH GAP
SPACING BETWEEN PAVERS
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